Statistics not working

On a brand new tiki 17.x revision: 63870 on aws running ubuntu, php7 and webmin/virtualmin. I activate the statistics feature. After a few minutes I visit tiki-stats.php and it shows an error:

Expression #2 of SELECT list is not in GROUP BY clause and contains nonaggregated column 'mydomain_tiki17.tiki_pageviews.day' which is not functionally dependent on columns in GROUP BY clause; this is incompatible with sql_mode=only_full_group_by

The query was:

```
SELECT SUM(`pageviews`) AS views, `day` AS unixtime FROM `tiki_pageviews` GROUP BY FROM_UNIXTIME(`day`, '%Y-%m-%d') ORDER BY views DESC LIMIT 1
```

The built query was likely:

```
SELECT SUM(`pageviews`) AS views, `day` AS unixtime FROM `tiki_pageviews` GROUP BY FROM_UNIXTIME(`day`, '%Y-%m-%d') ORDER BY views DESC LIMIT 1
```

It is working on my local, may be something to do with the infra?
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